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OBJECTIVES

1) Prompt the user for input to an M-file program.

2) Display output using the disp function.

3) Create formatted output using fprintf and sprintf.

4) Import and export ASCII and binary files using load and save
functions.

5) Import and export spreadsheet files using xlsread and xlswrite
functions.

6) Know how to perform debugging .
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PROGRAM

 Lets recap below diagram from Chapter 2 and generalize it as a system.

PROGRAMINPUT OUTPUT

FUNCTION FILE

SCRIPT FILE

COMMAND WINDOW
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TYPES OF INPUT & OUTPUT DATA

 Prompt Data

1) Created/displayed at command window. We can also create prompt data 
when running a script/function.

2) Data is temporary. Will be gone when certain function (e.g. clear) or 
operation is called, or when MATLAB is closed.

3) Useful as a quick test input/output data or small size data.

 Import and Export Data

1) Data stored in a file. E.g:  .mat, .dat, .txt, .xlsx, .wav, .mp4, .jpg, etc.
2) Data is permanent as long as the file exist.
3) Import data is normally a big size data, more realistic and practical data.
4) Export data can be used for future usage or for other referencing.



PROMPT INPUT & OUTPUT DATA
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PROMPT INPUT : REQUESTING INPUT

 When running a script or function, function input() can be used to 
request a user input data at the command window. 

 Syntax: There are two options as the followings.

 Description:
1) Displays the text in message and waits for the user to input a value and press the 

Return key. 
2) User can enter any type of variables, expressions like pi/4 or rand(3), and can 

also use existing variables in the workspace.
3) When 's' is used as the second input to the function, it return a string.

x = input(message)
str = input(message,'s')
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PROMPT INPUT : EXAMPLE

 Example 6.1

height = input('Enter height: ');
width = input('Enter width: ');

Area = 0.5*width*height

Enter height: 10
Enter width: 20
Area =

100
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PROMPT OUTPUT : DISPLAYING OUTPUT

 There are several methods for displaying outputs:

1) Enter the name of the variables without a semicolon.
 Both variable name and its value are displayed.

2) disp function
 Display only the value of a variable, without the variable’s name. 

3) fprintf function
 Display the value of the variables with formatted string.

4) sprintf function
 Similar to fprintf, plus it can assign a name to the displayed string.
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disp FUNCTION

 The disp function can be used to display the contents of a matrix 
without printing the matrix name. It accepts a single variable as input.

 Example 6.2
>> x = [1,2,3];
>> x
x =

1     2     3

>> disp(x)
1     2     3

• Entering x without semicolon will display 
both the variable name and its value.

• disp function will display the variable 
values only. 
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fprintf FUNCTION

 fprintf offers more formatted output display:

 More control over your output than the disp function
 You can combine text and numbers
 You can control how many digits to display, and their position

 Syntax:

 Description
1) formatted_string is the displayed string with formatted values of A1 to AN.  
2) A1 to AN are the variables to be displayed. 
3) Symbol % is used as the placeholder for the variables and the formatting 

information of the variables is written after the placeholder symbol.

fprintf(formatted_string,A1,...,AN)



 Table below shows some of the commonly used conversion character. 
(See MATLAB documentation for the full list of the formatting operators).

 The conversion operator is compulsory while the others are optional.
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FORMATTING OPERATOR

Value Type Conversion

Integer, signed %d or %i

Integer, unsigned %u

Floating point %f

String %s

Exponential notation %e

% 2$ 0- 3 .4 f

Conversion.
Precision.
Field width.
Flags.
Identifier.
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fprintfWITH SINGLE VALUE

 Example 6.3

cows = 5;
fprintf('There are %1.2f cows in the pasture', cows)

There are 5.00 cows in the pasture

• The string, which is the first argument inside the fprintf
function, contains a placeholder (%) where the value of the 
variable (in this case, cows) will be inserted.

• The placeholder also contains formatting information. In this 
example, the %1.2f tells MATLAB to display the value of 
cows as a 1.2 fixed-point format (1 digit before decimal 
point and 2 digit after the decimal point).
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fprintfWITH MULTIPLE VALUES

 Example 6.4

L = [20    3.3 
20000 3300];

fprintf(‘%5.2fm is equivalent to %5dmm\n’,L)

20.00m is equivalent to 20000mm 
3.30m is equivalent to  3300mm

• In this example, there are 6 values from matrix L but there 
are only 2 placeholders. In this case, fprintf will repeat the 
string until the last values. 

• 1st placeholder display the 1st and 3rd values (elements) while 
2nd placeholder display the 2nd and 4th values (elements).

• \n is called special character for ‘new line’.
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SPECIAL CHARACTER

 Special characters are characters that you cannot enter as ordinary text. 

 Below table shows how to represent the special characters in the 
fprintf function. (See MATLAB documentation for the full list).

Special Character Representation

Single quotation mark ' '

Percent character %%

Backlash \\

New line \n

Alarm \a

Carriage return \r

Character whose Unicode® numeric value can be 
represented by the hexadecimal number, N

\xN
Exmpl: \x3B1 return 
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GREEK LETTERS

 Example 6.5

w = [0 pi/2 pi 3*pi/2]; 
s = sin(w);
omega = '\x3C9';

fprintf([omega '         sin(' omega ')\n']);
fprintf('%1.1f\x3C0 %10.3f\n',[w/pi;s])

ω sin(ω)
0.00      0.000
1.57      1.000
3.14      0.000
4.71     -1.000

• Since scientific formula normally use 
Greek letter, using MATLAB special 
character will enable user to properly 
display the Greek letters. 

• 3C9 and 3C0 are the hex Unicode for 
and respectively.
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UNICODE

 Below are the Unicode hex values for some commonly use Greek letters 
and math symbol that cannot be entered directly from your keyboard. 

Hex Symbol Name

B0 ° degree

B1 ± plus minus

2211 ∑ sum

220F ∏ product

2221 ∡ angle

2103 ℃ Celsius

2109 ℉ Fahrenheit

3B1 α alpha

3B2 β Beta

3B3 γ Gamma

3B4 Δ delta

Hex Symbol Name

3B5 ε epsilon

3B6 ζ zeta

3B7 η eta

3B8 θ theta

3BB λ lambda

3BC μ mu

3C0 π pi

3C1 ρ rho

3C3 σ sigma

3C4 τ tau

3C9 ω omega
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sprintf FUNCTION

 The sprintf function is similar to fprintf.

 Instead of just sending the output to the command window, sprintf
can return the displayed output string as a variable.

 Usage example:
1) Create a sequential file name when there are a number of files to be 

created at once.
2) Dynamic cell range referencing when importing/exporting data from/to 

spreadsheet file. 
3) Graph annotation (will be discussed in the next chapter).
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sprintfRETURN VARIABLE

 Example 6.6
>> f = fprintf('Some output is %4.2f \n',pi*1000)
f = 

24.00

>> s = sprintf('Some output is %4.2f \n',pi*1000);
s =

Some output is 3141.59 

>> whos
Name       Size     Bytes     Class     Attributes
f          1x1          8     double
s          1x24       192     char

• In this example, it shows that the return variable for: 

fprintf – the  size of the displayed string.
sprintf – actual displayed string. 
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FUN TO TRY

 Example 6.7

This matlab program uses input, disp, and fprintf. Do it yourself and see 
how the output looks like.

% An example of a script file
% that creates a table of degree to radians
degreeStart = input(‘What starting value of degree would you like?’);
degreeFinal = input(‘What final value of degree would you like?’);
incr = input(‘What table increment would you like?’);

degree = degreeStart:incr:degreeFinal;
radian = degree/180;
table = [degree;radian];

disp(‘A table of degrees to radians’)
fprintf('   deg\xB0     \x3C0 rad\n')
fprintf('%6.2f\xB0 %10.4f\x3C0 \n',table)



IMPORT & EXPORT DATA
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INTRODUCTION

 At some point, you will often need to store data on a disk.

 The process of moving data between MATLAB and disk are as follows:

 IMPORT – from disk to MATLAB workspace.
 EXPORT – from MATLAB workspace to disk.

 Data stored on the disk can be in two formats:

1) Text format – data values are ASCII codes.
2) Binary format – not ASCII, just binary number. Cannot be viewed in text    

editor.

 MATLAB use function load and save to import and export the data 
respectively.
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save FUNCTION

 save function save (export) data to disk at MATLAB current folder.

 Example 6.8
>> a = [1 2 3 4];
>> b = [2 4 6 8];
>> save data1.mat
>> save data2.dat –ascii
>> save data3.dat –mat
>> save data4.dat a -ascii

• data1.mat is a binary file (default). The file contain all variable 
available from the workspace. In this example both a and b. 

• data2.dat is an ASCII file contain both a and b

• data3.dat is a binary file

• data4.dat is an ASCII file contain only values from variable a. 

• save function accept any extension filename.
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load FUNCTION : BINARY FILE

 Example 6.9
>> a = [1 2 3 4];
>> b = [2 4 6 8];
>> save data1.mat
>> save data2.dat –mat

>> clear
>> load data1.mat
>> whos

Name      Size            Bytes  Class     Attributes
a         1x4                32  double              
b         1x4                32  double

• Binary file save both the variable name and its values.

• Thus, loading the binary data into MATLAB will import the 
variables as it was saved. 

• Loading data2.dat will results the same.
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load FUNCTION : ASCII FILE

 Example 6.10
>> a = [1 2 3 4];
>> b = [2 4 6 8];
>> save data1.dat –ascii 

>> clear
>> load data1.dat
>> whos

Name      Size            Bytes  Class     Attributes
data2     2x4                64  double

>> data2
Data2 =

1     2     3     4
2     4     6     8

• ASCII file only save the variables 
values as text.

• Thus, loading the ASCII data into 
MATLAB will import only the values. 

• Imported variable name is the file 
name itself.
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EXAMPLE : GREEK LETTER CONVERSION TABLE

 Example 6.11

 In this example, we are going to create a function that convert a string of 
Greek letter name (e.g. ‘alpha’, ‘beta’) to its hex value. This hex value will be 
very useful when we want to display the Greek letter using fprintf or sprintf
function.

 To do this, we will:
1) Create a .mat file containing the conversion table. The idea of creating the 

table in a file is so that it can be easily updated later. Thus, updating the 
table does not require us to update the program file since program file is 
normally available to the programmer only, not to the user.

2) Create the conversion function according to the conversion table file.

 In this example, cell array data type will be used (not previously covered). 
Basically, cell array is just like a normal array but it can have a mix data type 
inside the array. Other than that, it use a curly bracket {} for accessing its 
array elements.        
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EXAMPLE : GREEK LETTER CONVERSION TABLE

1) Create the table as a cell array data and save it into a binary .mat file. To 
make the process easy, we can write below script file. 

GLtable = {'alpha' 'beta' 'gamma' 'delta' 'epsilon' ...
'zeta' 'eta' 'theta'};

N = length(GLtable);
startDecVal = hex2dec('3B1’); %3B1 is hex value for alpha

for n = 1:N
dec = startDecVal + n-1;
hex = dec2hex(dec);
GLtable{2,n} = hex;    

end

save 'GreekLetterHexTable.mat' GLtable

• Try to write the pseudo code for the above program 
to understand how it is done. 
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EXAMPLE : GREEK LETTER CONVERSION TABLE

2) Create the conversion function.
function GLhex = GL2hex(GLname)

load GreekLetterHexTable %import the conversion table
N = length(GLtable);

for n = 1:N
currentGL = GLtable{1,n};
compareMAT = char(GLname,currentGL);
if compareMAT(1,:) == compareMAT(2,:)

GLhex = GLtable{2,n};
break

end
end

>> beta = GL2hex('beta’)
beta = 

'3B2'
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OTHER FILE FORMAT

 Other than the binary and ASCII file format, there are many other file 
formats that can be imported and exported between the MATLAB 
workspace and disk.

 Spreadsheet, audio, image, video, scientific data and XML document 
are among those other file formats.

 Instead of load and save, MATLAB use read and write notation to 
import and export data from these files respectively. 

 In this chapter, we will only discuss on how to read and write a 
spreadsheet file (See MATLAB documentation for other type of files).
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READ AND WRITE SPREADSHEET

 Syntax:

 Description
1) filename is the name of the spreadsheet file.
2) sheet is the worksheet number.
3) xlRange is a string describing rectangular region on the worksheet. For example 

‘A1:C3’.
4) A is the matrix to be written on the worksheet.  
5) The only compulsory input to the functions is filename. In this case, default value 

for sheet is 1 and xlRange starts at cell A1.
6) See MATLAB documentation for full list of systax and its detail description.

xlsread(filename,sheet,xlRange)    %import data 

xlswrite(filename,A,sheet,xlRange) %export data
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TEMPERATURE DATA

 Example 6.12
A temperature reading in ℃ at a room was recorded and saved in a 
tempData.xlsx file. Convert all the temperature reading into Kelvin (℉) and save 
the values on same file after the degree column.
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TEMPERATURE DATA

 Solution to Example 6.12
tempC = xlsread('chp6ex6_12.xlsx','B2:Z2');
tempK = tempC + 273.15;
fprintf('%d\x2103 %10.2f\x2109\n',[tempC;tempK])

xlswrite('chp6ex6_12.xlsx',tempK,'B3:Z3');

23℃ 296.15℉
24℃ 297.15℉
23℃ 296.15℉
24℃ 297.15℉
24℃ 297.15℉
.        .
.        .
34℃ 307.15℉ • Open the file tempData.xlsx to see 

the result.
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

 For next example, lets first consider the following user defined function. Basically, 
the function compute value of current on every loop of a mesh circuit. (This function 
can be a good revision to all of the previous chapters).

function I = myMesh(V,R)
% This function compute current I on every loop of a mesh circuit.
% Input: 
% 1) V is a column vector of voltage source on each loop. E.g.: 
%    V = [v1;v2;v3] shows three voltage source of three loops.
%    v is set equals to 0 if there is no voltage source on the loop. 
% 2) R is a list of resistance of the circuit with the indicator of the 
%    current that flow through them. Example:
%    R = [R1 R2 R3
%          1  0  1
%          0  1  1]
%    First row of R contains the list of the resistors value.
%    Second row is the indicator of whether current I1 flows into
%    resistance Rn. Thus, above example state that current I1 
%    flows into R1 and R3 while I2 (refer row 3) flows into R2 & R3.
% Output:
% 1) I is a column vector of the computed current on each loop.
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

 Continue from the previous slide…
[i,r,M] = separateIR(R);
Rmat = zeros(M);
for m = 1:M

for n = 1:M
indI = i(m,:) & i(n,:);
if n~=m

Rmat(m,n)=-sum(r(indI));
else

Rmat(m,n)=sum(r(indI));
end

end
end
I=Rmat\V;

function [i,r,totalLoop] = separateIR(R)
r = R(1,:);
i = logical(R(2:end,:));
totalLoop = size(R,1)-1;
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

 Example 6.13

Referring to the above figure, write a script file to find and for all the 10 
setups given in file circuit.xlsx. Then fill in the columns and with the 
computed values.  
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

 Solution to Example 6.13
R = zeros(3);
for n = 1:10

row = n+1;
rangeR = sprintf('B%d:D%d',row,row);
R(1,:) = xlsread('chp6ex6_13.xlsx',1,rangeR);
R(2:3,:) = [1 0 1;0 1 1];

rangeV = sprintf('E%d:F%d',row,row);
V = xlsread('chp6ex6_13.xlsx',1,rangeV)';

I = myMesh(V,R);
rangeI = sprintf('G%d:H%d',row,row);
xlswrite('chp6ex6_13.xlsx',I',1,rangeI);

end

• Note that sprintf is use to dynamically 
point to cell position in the spreadsheet. 


